USE OF FACILITY REQUEST FORM
MEMBER NAME___________________________________________________
PHONE # ________________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS__________________________________________________
As an Active member of Kruisin Kanines of Perkasie, I am hereby making my application
for authorization for use of the facility on a reservation basis. I have read and understand
the Barn Use Policy stated below, and hereby agree to all rules as stated. Violation of any
of these rules may result in forfeiture of future rights to use the facility and/or suspension of
my membership in Kruisin Kanines. Furthermore, I understand that the authorization for
facility use may be revoked by action of the Kruisin Kanines Board of Directors at any time.
KRUISIN KANINES AGILITY CLUB BARN USE POLICY (effective January 2014)
The Kruisin’ Kanines training facility is available for member use when the facility is not
being used for scheduled events and classes. Members who may sign out and use the
facility are:
Active members of Kruisin Kanines;
Junior members of Kruisin Kanines (accompanied by an adult); and
Senior members of Kruisin Kanines.
And who have paid their current membership dues and either their applicable class fees or
training fees.
And who meet one of the following criteria:
Has trained a dog in agility and has competed or is competing at the Novice level or
higher; or
Is training a dog in agility and is enrolled in a Kruisin Kanines Intermediate level or
higher class; or
Is enrolled in a Kruisin Kanines fixed length class and has previously trained a dog
in agility and has competed or is competing at the Novice level or higher.
Failure to maintain Active Member Status or failure to pay Training Fees will result in barn
reservation privileges being revoked.
A user may reserve only one area of the facility at a time, large half, small half or outdoor
ring. Other areas may be used by others users. Reservations may be made for no more
than 2 hours in a single day. Reservations must be made through the authorized club
representative, and will be recorded on the online calendar available here:
http://www.kruisinkanines.com/barn.htm
Reservations may be made up to two weeks in advance. Member use takes priority over
private lessons for non members. It is expected that if a member sees time slots that they
would like to use being reserved for non member private lessons, that they will contact the
member who is using these times, and ask if they can schedule their lessons at a different
time in the future. A spirit of cooperation can hopefully help solve any conflicts.

The barn is not available for private use one hour before and one hour after any scheduled
classes. This time is reserved for class set-up and instructor practice and planning.
Users may not supplant any active group training program or scheduled activity at the
facility.
The reserving user is responsible for the facility, equipment, lights and other participants
during the time the reserving user has signed out the facility. They must assure that all
lights are turned off and the building secured (doors closed and locked) prior to leaving the
building. The reserving user must assure that all equipment not being used is stored in its
appropriate location.
The reserving user must police the training area upon the completion of the training session
to assure that the facility is clean and clear of food, animal waste or other garbage.
The reserving user should report any damaged equipment or vandalism to the Equipment
or Maintenance Head.
The reserving user is responsible to assure that all attendees sign in at the start of training
and sign out at the end of the session.
The reserving user must assure that no one is left at the barn when he/she leaves. The
reserving user must ask all other participants to leave when the reserving user leaves, and
the reserving user may not leave the facility until all other attendees have done so.
The reserving user must report, within 24 hours, to the Training Director or co-Director
and/or club President any dog-dog aggression or dog-human aggression regardless of
whether the aggression causes any injury to dog or human.
If uninvited guests arrive the reserving user may include or exclude them from their group;
however all of the above listed provisions still apply.
Kruisin Kanines members may use the barn for giving private lessons to all classes of
members and non-members, provided such use does not interfere with other members’
ability to use the facility. The purpose of this use is “to promote the training of all breeds of
dogs, Purebred and All American, in the sport of dog agility,” as stated in our by-laws. An
additional purpose of this use is to offer an additional incentive to our instructors to continue
teaching classes to members.
Instructors needing longer blocks of time to give private lessons to members with barn
privileges should reserve time in excess of two hours in the name of the member. When
the barn is scheduled for a private lesson for a non-member or a member without barn
privileges the calendar should indicate that status with a “PL” after the reservation.
Active members who meet the criteria for Barn Use should fill out a “Use of Facility Request
Form”, and submit to the board for approval. Once the board has granted approval the
member will be notified, and shown how to use the facility: i.e.: where the lights and locks
are, how to turn on the heat, etc.
The “Use of Facility Request Form” can be found in the Members Only Section of the KK9s
website.

Once a member has been granted approval, this status remains in effect at any time the
member is paying Training or Barn Use Fees.

Drop in Fees for Barn Use as a Student or Guest:
Private students or any guests of the reserving user must pay the appropriate fee
depending on whether they are active members, active class participants, associate
members, or non-members:
Active members who have paid Training or Barn Use Fees pay no additional fees.
Active Members who have not paid training fees pay a $15 drop-in fee (As a guest of
another member or for each private lesson) or a $50 eight week session fee: for eight
consecutive weeks of private lessons.
Associate Members and Non-members must pay a $20 per session fee or a $50 eight
week session fee.
These fees are in addition to any fee they pay their instructor.
Note: The $50 eight week session fee is for a period of eight consecutive weeks. It is not
for eight weeks used at random. It is also only for student who is taking private lessons ,
not for guests.
Non-members must sign the liability waiver.
It is the reserving user’s responsibility to assure that their students or guests pay the
appropriate drop in fees; and that these fees are delivered to the Treasurer. The Treasurer
will post in the barn a current list of active members who have paid their training fees.
Groups of user and their guests may not comprise more than 6 people.
Failure to follow any of the provisions of this policy is considered a serious breach of trust
and the Board of Directors reserves the right to suspend a user’s membership or terminate
their relationship with Kruisin Kanines.
By signing this application, I am requesting extracurricular training rights to utilize the barn
when it is not otherwise occupied. I understand that I must adhere to all provisions of this
agreement.
_______________________________
Member signature
_______________________
Date
_______________________
Approval Date
__________________________________________________________
President’s Signature

